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When Every Second counts, Wrixo Delivers 

Give Access to Life-Saving Medical Info 
The wireless Wrixo wristband enables first responders, 

doctors and nurses to access your health information in 

real time. 

Share Your Stats Wirelessly 

In Just [One Tap] 
Emergency personnel can view info easily by tapping 

Wrixo to their phone or tablet or by scanning 

its QR code. 

Stay HIPAA Compliant 
Include only the medical information you  

choose to share and allow doctors to  

provide data that you approve. 

Worry-Free Wear and Tear 
Durable and waterproof, Wrixo looks good on 

your wrist but is rugged enough to withstand 

daily use  

and abuse. 

Share Crucial Health Info Instantly 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Wristband That Save Lives 
Keep Critical Medical Records Close at Hand 

 
The WRIXO band gives user a convenient way to keep their personal and medical information safe and within reach. 

The WRIXO gives doctors or medical technician quick access to “user approved” information they need to provide 

accurate emergency care. That’s where the WRIXO wristband can be lifesavers. Unlike traditional USB flash drives or 

printed devices that are easily lost and cumbersome to use during emergency. Doctors or emergency responders 

can simply tap their smartphone on the WRIXO or scan the QR code from their smart phone or computer to access 

the medical information. 

 

Medical Emergency Wristband 

For Users 

Tap or Scan, and Update! 
Updating medical information as easy as 

scanning or tapping on the WRIXO wristband 

and enter your personal identification code. 

User simply enter his or her personal 

information and select the information 

wishs to share with medical responders. 

For Doctors and EMT (Medical 

responder) 

Scan or Touch and Retrieve!  

Retrieving medical information as easy as 

scanning or tap the WRIXO wristband from 

your mobile device. WRIXO is also available 

in ID card, key chain, and pendant device. 

Call your distributor for more 

information about how WRIXO works. ASI 62222  |  PPAI 508496  | SAGE 69147  | DC 462110 

Unique Patient QR Code 

Built-in Wireless Chip and QR 

Code with Unique user ID 



 

 

STEP 1: User enters personal information and choose what he or she wishes to share with medical responders. 

STEP 2: Medical responder scans the WRIXO QR code or tap with smartphone wirelessly and only the information 

CHECKED will be visible. 

Scan from PC or Mobile device Verify User View info 

Invite 

User sends an invitation to his or her doctor to 

enter basic medical information that medical 

responder needs to know 
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